Improvement plan for Aberfoyle Hub R-7 School
2019 to 2021
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals

Targets

Increase the number of students
meeting SEA from R-2 in
reading through strengthening
Phonological awareness and
comprehension.
(Reading)

35% of students enrolled in Mainstream Reception will
achieve SEA or higher in Running Records,

Increase the number of
students in Year 3-7 achieving
and retaining in higher bands
through focusing on
comprehension, language
analysis and text types.

45% of students in Years 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
35% of students in Year 5 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN.
30% of Year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

Year R-7 Writing outcomes to
show an increased student
understanding of text types by
developing simple and
complex language skills.
(Writing)

50% of Year 1 students enrolled in 2019 will achieve SEA
or higher in Running Records,

Challenge of practice
If we implement a whole school, systematic approach
to explicit teaching of reading in particular phonics and
comprehension then we will increase the number of
students in R-2 who reach SEA as assessed by
Running Records.

70% of Year 2 students enrolled in 2020 will achieve SEA
or higher in Running Records

(2020)
50% of students in Years 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
40% of students in Year 5 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN.
35% of Year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

(2021)
55% of students in Years 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
45% of students in Year 5 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN.
40% of Year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

(2019)
34 % of students in year 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
30% of students in Year 5 in HB in NAPLAN with y % retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN
35 % of year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with 39% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN
(2020)
35 % of students in year 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
20% of students in Year 5 in HB in NAPLAN with 15% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN
15% of year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with 10% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

If we apply a common understanding and implement a
systematic, rigorous approach to reading instruction in
particular analysing language features, building vocabulary
and applying strategies to retrieve directly stated information
and interpret explicit information from multimodel texts, then
we will increase and retain the number of students achieving
higher bands in NAPLAN at Years 3-7

By developing a common approach in explicit practice
focused on targeted mechanics of writing in
paragraphing, sentences and text structure,
vocabulary, punctuation, spelling, idea's and text
specific devices to at and above standard.

(2021)
38% of students in year 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
25 % of students in Year 5 in HB in NAPLAN with 20 % retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN
20% of year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with 15% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN
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Improvement plan for Aberfoyle Hub R-7 School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Targets
Increase the number of students
meeting SEA from R-2 in reading
through strengthening Phonological
awareness and comprehension.
(Reading)

Increase the number of students in Year
3-7 achieving and retaining in higher
bands through focusing on
comprehension, language analysis and
text types.

2019

35% of students enrolled in Mainstream Reception will achieve SEA or higher
in Running Records,

2020

50% of Year 1 students enrolled in 2019 will achieve SEA or higher in Running
Records,

2021

70% of Year 2 students enrolled in 2020 will achieve SEA or higher in Running
Records

2019

45% of students in Years 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
35% of students in Year 5 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN.
30% of Year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

2020
2021

Goal 3

Year R-7 Writing outcomes to show an
increased student understanding of text
types by developing simple and complex
language skills.
(Writing)

2019

(2020)
50% of students in Years 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
40% of students in Year 5 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN.
35% of Year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

(2021)
55% of students in Years 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
45% of students in Year 5 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN.
40% of Year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with y% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN
(2019)
34 % of students in year 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
30% of students in Year 5 in HB in NAPLAN with y % retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN
35 % of year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with 39% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

2020

(2020)
35 % of students in year 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
20% of students in Year 5 in HB in NAPLAN with 15% retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN
15% of year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with 10% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN

2021

(2021)
38% of students in year 3 achieve in higher bands in NAPLAN
25 % of students in Year 5 in HB in NAPLAN with 20 % retained in HB from Year 3 NAPLAN
20% of year 7 achieve in HB in NAPLAN with 15% retained in HB from Year 5 NAPLAN
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we implement a whole school, systematic approach to explicit teaching of reading in particular phonics and comprehension then
we will increase the number of students in R-2 who reach SEA as assessed by Running Records.

Goal 2

If we apply a common understanding and implement a systematic, rigorous approach to reading instruction in particular analysing
language features, building vocabulary and applying strategies to retrieve directly stated information and interpret explicit
information from multimodel texts, then we will increase and retain the number of students achieving higher bands in NAPLAN at
Years 3-7

Goal 3

By developing a common approach in explicit practice focused on targeted mechanics of writing in paragraphing, sentences and
text structure, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling, idea's and text specific devices to at and above standard.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Increase the number of students meeting SEA from R-2 in reading through strengthening Phonological awareness and comprehension.
(Reading)

If we implement a whole school, systematic approach to explicit teaching of reading in particular phonics
and comprehension then we will increase the number of students in R-2 who reach SEA as assessed by
Running Records.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Whole school approach to reading
Term 1,
practices, setting clear time lines,
2019
expectations. Establishment of
GVC/Curriculum Mapping. Establish
common assessment programs , Oxford
Words, Jolly Phonics, Jolly Grammar.

Staff and leadership to develop an agreeded
systematic approach to reading at Aberfoyle
Hub R-7 School

Staff, Curriculum Coordinator and
Leadership team

Refocus on role PLC. Consistent, Term 1
systematic whole school approach ongoing

Staff engagement in planning and and
implementing reading program across the
school meeting set goals as informed by
student learning data

Curriculum Coordinator, Leadership team

Pedagogical Coaching

Pedagogical coaching meeting staff needs to Curriculum Coordinator
reflect on practise and support in their
development to implement and contribute to
Whole School reading program

Term 1-4
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase the number of students meeting SEA from R-2 in reading through strengthening Phonological awareness and comprehension.
(Reading)

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

School Improvement Group and
Term 1 to 4 PLC's, Levels of Schooling, SIG, Curriculum
Staff:Tracking using Oxford data,
3 meets per Reporting
Phonics screening check, Running term
Records on MARKiT. Early years
PAT testing

Resources

All staff, Leadership Team, Supporting
planning apps such as MARKiT and Literacy
Improvement Project Officer.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Students doing: Development Phonological awareness, Students reading confidently, recognising
purpose of text, reading for meaning.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Increase the number of students in Year 3-7 achieving and retaining in higher bands through focusing on
comprehension, language analysis and text types.

Challenge of practice

If we apply a common understanding and implement a systematic, rigorous approach to reading
instruction in particular analysing language features, building vocabulary and applying strategies to
retrieve directly stated information and interpret explicit information from multimodel texts, then we will
increase and retain the number of students achieving higher bands in NAPLAN at Years 3-7

Actions

School Improvement Group and
Staff:Tracking using Oxford data,
Mulitlit, Quicksmart, Lexiles on
MARKiT.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

LOS 3
PLC's, Levels of Schooling, SIG, Curriculum
SIG 3
Reporting
meets per
term, PLC 5
meeets

Resources

All staff, Leadership Team, Supporting
planning apps such as MARKiT and Literacy
Improvement Project Officer.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase the number of students in Year 3-7 achieving and retaining in higher bands through focusing on
comprehension, language analysis and text types.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

Year R-7 Writing outcomes to show an increased student understanding of text types by developing simple and complex language skills.
(Writing)

Challenge of practice

By developing a common approach in explicit practice focused on targeted mechanics of writing in
paragraphing, sentences and text structure, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling, idea's and text specific
devices to at and above standard.

Actions

Teachers use a teaching and
learning cycle incorporating
dialogic talk and reading activities
to build content prior to writing.

Timeline

2019

Roles and responsibilities

PLC's, Levels of Schooling, SIG, Curriculum
Reporting

Resources

All staff, Leadership Team, Supporting
planning apps such as MARKiT and Literacy
Improvement Project Officer.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Year R-7 Writing outcomes to show an increased student understanding of text types by developing simple and complex language skills.
(Writing)

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Tas Ktenidis

Date
Approved by governing council chairperson

Glyn Roberts

Date
Approved by education director

Barb Hall

Date
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